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Inclusive design is an important issue for any designer; the transportation hub is keen to provide a fully inclusive environment that caters for all users.

Prepare a discussion about your product that reflects on these issues surrounding inclusive design.

You should include:

• Details of how your product is already inclusive.
• Design modifications that you would make to your product to make it more inclusive.
• Details of specific materials and technologies that can be used for these modifications.
Fashion trends are important factors for designers to consider when a product is to be used in a modern transport hub.

Prepare a discussion that reflects on your product and considers recent trends that might affect your design.

You should include:

- Details of the functional qualities of your product and how it will fit into the modern transport hub.
- Any modifications you could make to your product to fit with modern trends.
- Details of any specific materials and manufacturing methods that would be used to make your product.
If additional space is required, you should use the following lined page(s). The question number(s) must be clearly shown in the margin(s).